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Summary

The place of technology in human life is increasing
every single day in the developing technology and
the globalizing world. Now you see crypto money
news not only in the finance pages of the
newspapers but in the main pages. In the same way,
electronic payment methods continue to increase
day by day in the digitalized world, and the methods
used are replacing cash.
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An example of the interest in digital payment
methods is; 11% of respondents in a research survey
say that they used a digital payment method for the
first time during the Covid-19 outbreak. Despite the

complexity is quite high. The volatility in

growing interest in crypto, the number of those who
still think that there is a problem of trust and

cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology are still
The lack of full adoption prevents people from
buying their first cryptocurrencies. For these reasons,
MYPO was conceived as the first project to enable
people to securely acquire crypto assets as they
shop, without additional expense.
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MYPO Vision

We believe that Mypo is the best way to get
accustomed into the crypto industry and also
help brand partners to grow the business by
rewarding people with e-commerce trade. We
decided to merge Mypo with online shopping
since there is an endless potential because it
is popular,easy to use and fast growing. When
shopping on MYPO, we will include users in
the crypto world by giving MYPO tokens at the
rate of their shopping.
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By this way, our customers will both buy the

e-commerce project for all of Turkey to start
their crypto journey.

product cheaper and at the same time make
a very valuable investment. Users will be able
to use the MyPo tokens they earn on their
next purchases. This is the first Shop-To-Earn
crypto model in our country that MYPO wants
to create. Our vision is to be the most convenient
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How MYPOdid occur?

MYPO was born to be one of the first projects
to bring together approximately 2.5 million
crypto money investors in Turkey and over
500 million in the world.and the e-commerce
industry, which is used by almost everyone.
MYPO recognizes the high potential of crypto
e-commerce platform, investing in MYPO
token cashback as you shop.
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MYPO WorkModel

In addition to the discount, they encourage customers

MYPO is a new generation e-commerce platform.
The feature that distinguishes our project from
others is that the prizes will be given as MYPO token
as you shop. In the e-commerce business, customers
prefer to purchase the best quality product at the
most affordable cost. E-commerce sites compete
with each other with constant discounts for this.

to shop with points that customers can use for
further transactions.
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The process ensures that both the company and the
customers profit. Many companies and e-commerce
platforms today use points as the most efficient
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MYPO works similarly to points earned when shopping,

payback plan. Cashback helps companies gain more

but with some differences, customers and vendors
earn mypo tokens at certain rates as they shop.
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MYPO WorkModel

Sellers pay a commission for the products
they sell open on
the MYPO marketplace. MYPO gives a
portion of the commission as MYPO
tokens to customers and vendors.
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Customers can accumulate MYPO tokens if
they wish, and use them as a discount on
their next purchase.
So, even people who have never bought
cryptocurrencies will be able to earn their
first crypto at zero additional cost without
any hassle as stated above.
In this way, we will make thousands of our
customers crypto owners and take part in
the development of the ever-growing
cryptocurrencies. With our experience in the
e-commerce sector, we will increase our
MYPO and MYPO token value.
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MYPOWhat is NFT?

NFT (Non-Fungible Token) are unique digital assets,

one can acquire, in the shortest possible way. NFT’s

As MYPO, Our vision is to combine, today’s two

most popular sectors, e-commerce and crypto. By

giving customers free MYPO tokens, on their

purchases, we aim to make even people who have

never bought cryptocurrency, their first crypto

money. These two sectors are not only gaining

popularity, but also developing. Today, One of the

biggest trends in crypto industry is NFT.

are created as unique to you, only. NFT’s, which

come in both trade and art form, singularize works

of art such as games, music and painting, a graphic

design art, an important art or sporting event, or an

avatar, preventing their modification and imitation.

Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey sold his first tweet

as an NFT for more than $2.9 million. This is also a

good example of NFT.

NFTs are held on the Ethereum blockchain, and

other blockchains support them.
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How to sell NFT in MYPO?
For the Users who are interested in NFT’s, Mypo E-commerce is
giving Platform to create and sell NFT’s of their own and generate

NFT sales in Mypo can be done, few steps. These steps are :

3) Upload and sell your NFT's

And grab the opportunity to show your creative skills and ideas....

revenue by customizing their own NFT store. They simply, need to
create their profile and upload their NFT’s, and display them in
showcase for buyers.

1) Apart from our e-commerce stores, Now anyone can create their
own Nft Store, by creating profile.

If you’re looking for a mobile wallet, Trust Wallet is a great option. It
supports trading of NFTs and allows you to store your tokens in a
secure wallet.

Upload your NFTs, give your NFT a name, Add the descriptions to it,
that will make you stand out. Select the NFT category, for users to

NFTs.

2) The most popular crypto wallets that support your NFT’s sales are
MetaMask and Trust Wallet. You need to create wallet for selling

MetaMask; allows you to connect to the Ethereum blockchain to buy
and sell your NFTs.

In these three steps, you will be able to easily sell your NFTs through
MYPO. With each NFT sale, the buyer and seller will receive MYPO
tokens at determined rates!
As MYPO, our goal is to deliver unique NFTs to customers on our site.
MYPO will always be the E-commerce site, that follows the crypto

discover, your NFT’s easily. You can also a collection of NFT’s for sale
by creating a collection.

trends and realizes the firsts in the sector. On our MYPO marketplace,

MYPO will support popular blockchains such as Ethereum, Flow, Near
and Polygon to list and sell NFTs.

users will be able to upload and sell their nfts. Hopefully, thousands of
people who have never owned an NFT will have their first NFT......
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MYPO Token
Model

Function

Sellers will continue to make all current
discounts and promotions. Sellers pay

Our business model is simple but efficient.
Users can choose the products they like

commission per item they sell. We will give

customer will be able to use mypo tokens
as a discount on their next purchase or
transfer them to the cryptocurrency
exchange when they reach a certain point
gain.

from our marketplace application and shop.
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part to our seller as MYPO tokens. Our
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MYPO tokens will be transferred to the

MYPO is a win-win model for vendors
and customers.

In this way, we will make our customers
the owner of MYPO tokens, which will be
valued day by day.

user’s e-commerce wallet after the
product delivery process. Tokens from
the MYPO marketplace can be
transferred to exchanges, but tokens
cannot be transferred from exchanges
to the MYPO website.
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MYPO Token Function
Model
To explain with an example;
Let’s assume that a product is purchased
for 100 dollars from a marketplace
e-commerce site, let’s assume that this
fee is 10% commission, that is, 10 dollars is
taken from the company by the
e-commerce site. The e-commerce site
earns 10 dollars.
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through the MyPoints app or E-commerce

Token is instantly credited to your account

when the purchase is complete. The seller

wins $2 worth of MYPO. Buyers and sellers

site, MyPoints takes a commission of 10%,

or $10, from the seller, and the $6 MYPO

will be able to transfer the MYPOs they

earn when shopping in the specified

amount to the traded exchange. In this

cycle, with the increase in the number of

users and the number of stores, the current

token values will increase gradually.

* Rates may vary change.
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MYPO Token
Blockchain System

We believe that we will break new ground

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a new smart

as Turkey’s first e-commerce brand that will
give crypto money gifts and include millions
of people in our system.
We decided to place MYPO token on Binance
Smart Chain(BSC), which is fast, reliable
and cost effective.

contract-enabled blockchain that is growing
exponentially with the support of Binance,
the world’s largest and most popular exchange.
Binance exchange combined the power of
Binance Chain with the flexibility of BSC.
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) enables investors
to perform transactions much more easily,
especially with its low transaction fee.
It is thought that Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
will dethrone ETH after the number of
transactions made on the ETH network is
exceeded in a short time.
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Blockchain System

technology team will continue to explore

Authority (POSA) algorithm, in which BNB

Tokens are staked, is preffered to be the

validator to the Binance Smart Chain

ecosystem, which we prefer with cheap

transaction fees as low as 1 cent, our

Machine (EVM), can support DApp projects

feature, where Ethereum tools can be run

without any problems, it enables the

Blockchain solutions such as Solano,

Polygon, Polkadot.

as infrastructure. At the same time, thanks

to the Binance Smart Chain compatibility

applications on the Ethereum network to

be easily moved to BSC.

BSC has an average block creation time

of 3 seconds. Thanks to the Proof of Stake

(POS) algorithm, the Proof of Staked

Binance Smart Chain (BSC), which can

work seamlessly with the Ethereum Virtual
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BLOCKCHAIN : BSC
TOKEN TYPE :UTILITY
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY
2,000,000,000TOKENOMY


